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Abstract. Decision procedures for Boolean satisfiability (SAT), especially mod-
ern conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) solvers, act routinely as core solving
engines in various real-world applications. Preprocessing, i.e., applying formula
rewriting/simplification rules to the input formula beforethe actual search for
satisfiability, has become an essential part of the SAT solving tool chain. Further,
some of the strongest SAT solvers today add more reasoning tosearch byinter-
leavingformula simplification and CDCL search. Suchinprocessing SAT solvers
witness the fact that implementing additional deduction rules in CDCL solvers
leverages the efficiency of state-of-the-art SAT solving further. In this paper we
establish formal underpinnings of inprocessing SAT solving via an abstract inpro-
cessing framework that covers a wide range of modern SAT solving techniques.

1 Introduction

Decision procedures for Boolean satisfiability (SAT), especially modern conflict-driven
clause learning (CDCL) [1,2] SAT solvers, act routinely as core solving engines in many
industrial and other real-world applications today. Formula simplification techniques
such as [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14] applied before the actual satisfiability search,
i.e., in preprocessing, have proven integral in enabling efficient conjunctive normal
form (CNF) level Boolean satisfiability solving for real-world application domains, and
have become an essential part of the SAT solving tool chain. Taking things further,
some of the strongest SAT solvers today add more reasoning tosearch byinterleaving
formula simplification and CDCL search. Suchinprocessing SAT solvers, including the
successful state-of-the-art CDCL SAT solvers PRECOSAT[15], CRYPTOM INISAT [16],
and LINGELING [17], witness the fact that implementing additional deduction rules
within CDCL solvers leverages the efficiency of state-of-the-art SAT solving further.

To illustrate the usefulness of preprocessing and inprocessing in improving the per-
formance of current state-of-the-art SAT solvers, we modified the 2011 SAT Compe-
tition version of the state-of-the-art SAT solver LINGELING that is based on the in-
processing CDCL solver paradigm. The resulting patch4 allows to either disable all
preprocessing or to just disable inprocessing during search. We have run the original
version and these two versions on the benchmarks from the application track—the most
important competition category from the industrial perspective—of the last two SAT
competitions organized in 2009 and 2011. The results are shown in Table 1.
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authors by Austrian Science Foundation (FWF) NFN Grant S11408-N23 (RiSE).
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Table 1. Results of running the original 2011 competition version 587f of L INGELING on the
application instances from 2009 and from 2011, then withoutinprocessing and in the last row
without any pre- nor inprocessing. The experiments were obtained on a cluster with Intel Core 2
Duo Quad Q9550 2.8-GHz processors, 8-GB main memory, running Ubuntu Linux. Memory
consumption was limited to 7 GB and run-time to 900 seconds. The single-threaded sequential
version of LINGELING was used with one solver instance per processor.

2009 2011
L INGELING solved SAT UNSAT time solved SAT UNSAT time

original version 587f 196 79 117 114256 164 78 86 144932
only preprocessing 184 72 112 119161 159 77 82 145218

no pre- nor inprocessing170 68 102 138940 156 78 78 153434

The CNF preprocessor SATELITE introduced in [7] appliedvariable elimination,
one of the most effective simplification techniques in state-of-the-art SAT solvers. As
already shown in [7] preprocessing can also be extremely useful within incremental
SAT solving. This form of preprocessing, which is performedat each incremental call
to the SAT solver, can be considered as an early form of inprocessing. Fig. 1 confirms
this observation in the context of incremental SAT solving for bounded model checking.

However, developing and implementing sound inprocessing solvers in the presence
of a wide range of different simplification techniques (including variable elimination,
blocked clause elimination, distillation, equivalence reasoning) is highly non-trivial. It
requires in-depth understanding on how different techniques can be combined together
and interleaved with the CDCL algorithm in a satisfiability-preserving way. Moreover,
the fact that many simplification techniques only preserve satisfiability but not logical
equivalence poses additional challenges, since in many practical applications of SAT
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Fig. 1. Running the bounded model checkerBLIMC , which is part of the LINGELING distribu-
tion with and without inprocessing on the single property benchmarks of the Hardware Model
Checking Competition 2011 up to bound 1000. With inprocessing 153975 bounds were reached,
while without inprocessing only 125436. The figure shows themaximum bound reached (suc-
cessfully checked) on the y-axis for each of the 465 benchmark (x-axis). Benchmarks are sorted
by the maximum bound. For completeness we also include a run in non-incremental mode, which
reaches only 49915 bounds. In this mode a new CNF is generatedand checked for each bound
with a fresh SAT solver instance separately, but with both pre- and inprocessing enabled.



solvers a solution is required for satisfiable formulas, notonly the knowledge of the
satisfiability of the input formula. Hence, when designing inprocessing SAT solvers for
practical purposes, one also has to address the intricate task of solution reconstruction.

In this paper we propose an abstract framework that capturesgenerally the deduc-
tion mechanisms applied within inprocessing SAT solvers. The framework consists of
four generic and clean deduction rules. Importantly, the rules specify general conditions
for sound inprocessing SAT solving, against which specific inprocessing techniques can
be checked for correctness. The rules also capture solutionreconstruction for a wide
range of simplification techniques that do not preserve logical equivalence: while solu-
tion reconstruction algorithms have been proposed previously for specific inprocessing
techniques [18,11], we show how a simple linear-time algorithm covers solution recon-
struction for a wide range of techniques.

Our abstract framework has similarities to the abstract DPLL(T ) framework [19]
and its extensions [20,21], and the proof strategies approach of [22], in describing de-
duction via transition systems. However, in addition to inprocessing as built-in feature,
our framework captures SAT solving on a more generic level than [19], not being re-
stricted to DPLL-style search procedures, and at the same time it gives a fine-grained
view of inprocessing SAT solving. We show how the rules of ourframework can be in-
stantiated to obtain both known and novel inprocessing techniques. We give examples
of how the correctness of such specific techniques can be checked based on the generic
rules in our framework. Furthermore, we show that our rules in the general setting are
extremely powerful, even capturing Extended Resolution [23].

Arguing about correctness of combinations of different solving techniques in con-
crete SAT solver development is tremendously simplified by our framework. One ex-
ample is the interaction of learned clauses withvariable elimination[7]. After variable
elimination is performed on the irredundant (original) clauses during inprocessing, the
question is what to do with learned clauses that still contain eliminated variables. While
current implementations simply forget (remove) such learned clauses, it follows easily
from our framework that it is sound to keep such learned clauses and use them subse-
quently for propagation. It is also easy to observe e.g. thatone can (selectively) turn
eliminated or blocked clauses into learned clauses to preserve propagation power.

Another more intricate example from concrete SAT solver development occurs in
the context ofblocked clauses[12]. An intermediate version of LINGELING contained a
simple algorithm for adding new redundant (learned) binaryclauses, which are blocked,
but only w.r.t. irredundant (original) clauses, thus disregarding already learned clauses.
This would be convenient since focusing on irredundant clauses avoids having full oc-
currence lists for learned clauses. Further, marking the added clauses as redundant im-
plies that they would not have to be considered in consecutive variable eliminations, and
thus might enable to eliminate more variables without increasing the number of clauses.
However, we found examples that proved this approach to be incorrect. An attempt to
fix this problem was to include those added clauses in furtherblocked clauseremoval
andadditionattempts, and only ignore them during variable elimination. This version
was kept in the code for some months without triggering any inconsistencies. However,
this is incorrect, and can be easily identified via our formalframework.



After preliminaries (Sect. 2), we review redundancy properties (Sect. 3) and their
extensions (Sect. 4) based on different clause eliminationand addition procedures. The
abstract inprocessing rules are discussed in Sect. 5, followed by an instantiation of the
rules using a specific redundancy property and a related generic solution reconstruction
approach (Sect. 6). Based on this instantiation of the rules, we show how the rules
capture a wide range of modern SAT solving techniques and, via examples, how the
rules catch incorrect variations of these techniques (Sect. 7).

2 Preliminaries

For a Boolean variablex, there are twoliterals, the positive literalx and the negative
literal ¬x. A clauseis a disjunction of literals and a CNF formula a conjunction of
clauses. A clause can be seen as a finite set of literals and a CNF formula as a finite
set of clauses. A truth assignment is a functionτ that maps literals to{0, 1} under the
assumptionτ(x) = v if and only if τ(¬x) = 1 − v. A clauseC is satisfied byτ if
τ(l) = 1 for some literall ∈ C. An assignmentτ satisfiesF if it satisfies every clause
in F ; such aτ is amodelof F .

Two formulas arelogically equivalentif they are satisfied by exactly the same set of
assignments, andsatisfiability-equivalentif both formulas are satisfiable or both unsat-
isfiable. The length of a clauseC is the number of literals inC. A unit clausehas length
one, and abinary clauselength two. The set of binary clauses in a CNF formulaF is
denoted byF2. The resolution rule states that, given two clausesC1 = {l, a1, . . . , an}
andC2 = {¬l, b2, . . . , bm}, the clauseC1 ⊗C2 = {a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm}, called the
resolventC1 ⊗l C2 (or simplyC1 ⊗ C2 when clear from context) ofC1 andC2, can
be inferred byresolvingon the literall. For a CNF formulaF , let Fl denote the set of
clauses inF that contain the literall. The resolution operator⊗l can be lifted to sets of
clauses by definingFl ⊗l F¬l = {C ⊗l C

′ | C ∈ Fl, C
′ ∈ F¬l}.

3 Clause Elimination and Addition

Clause elimination procedures[11] are an important family of CNF simplification
techniques which are to an extent orthogonal with resolution-based techniques [12].
Intuitively, clause elimination refers to removing from CNF formulas clauses that are
redundant(with respect to some specific redundancy property) in the sense that satisfi-
ability is preserved under removal.

Definition 1. Given a CNF formulaF , a specific clause elimination procedurePE
removes clauses that have a specific propertyP fromF until fixpoint. In other words,
PE on inputF modifiesF by repeating the following until fixpoint: if there is a clause
C ∈ F that hasP , letF := F \ {C}.

Clause Addition Procedures, the dual of clause elimination procedures, add to (instead
of removing from) CNF formulas clauses that areredundant(with respect to some
specific redundancy property) in the sense that satisfiability is preserved under adding.



Definition 2. Given a CNF formulaF , a specific clause addition procedurePA adds
clauses that have a specific propertyP toF until fixpoint. In other words,PA on input
F modifiesF by repeating the following until fixpoint: if there is a clauseC that has
P , letF := F ∪ {C}.

While clause elimination procedures have been studied and exploited to a much
broader extent than clause addition, the latter has alreadyproven important both from
the theoretical and the practical perspectives, as we will discuss further in Sect. 7.

For establishing concrete instantiations of clause elimination and addition proce-
dures, redundancy properties on which such procedures are based on need to be defined.
We will now review various such properties, following [11].

3.1 Notions of Redundancy

A clause is atautologyif it contains bothx and¬x for some variablex. Given a CNF
formulaF , a clauseC1 ∈ F subsumes(another) clauseC2 ∈ F in F if and only if
C1 ⊂ C2, and thenC2 is subsumed byC1.

Given a CNF formula and a clauseC ∈ F , (hidden literal addition) HLA(F,C)
is theuniqueclause resulting from repeating the following clause extension steps until
fixpoint: if there is a literall0 ∈ C such that there is a clause(l0 ∨ l) ∈ F2 \ {C} for
some literall, letC := C ∪ {¬l}.

For a clauseC, (asymmetric literal addition) ALA(F,C) is theuniqueclause re-
sulting from repeating the following until fixpoint: ifl1, . . . , lk ∈ C and there is a clause
(l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lk ∨ l) ∈ F \ {C} for some literall, letC := C ∪ {¬l}.

Given a CNF formulaF and a clauseC, a literall ∈ C blocksC w.r.t.F if (i) for
each clauseC′ ∈ F with ¬l ∈ C′, the resolventC ⊗l C

′ is a tautology, or(ii) ¬l ∈ C,
i.e.,C is itself a tautology. A clauseC is blockedw.r.t.F if there is a literall that blocks
C w.r.t.F . For such anl, we say thatC is blockedon l ∈ C w.r.t.F .

What follows is a list of properties based on which various clause elimination pro-
cedures [11,12] can be defined.

S (subsumption) C is subsumed inF .

HS (hidden subsumption) HLA(F,C) is subsumed inF .

AS (asymmetric subsumption) ALA(F,C) is subsumed inF .

T (tautology) C is a tautology.

HT (hidden tautology) HLA(F,C) is a tautology.

AT (asymmetric tautology) ALA(F,C) is a tautology.

BC (blocked) C is blocked w.r.t.F .

HBC (hidden blocked) HLA(F,C) is blocked w.r.t.F .

ABC (asymmetric blocked) ALA(F,C) is blocked w.r.t.F .

As concrete examples,BC gives the clause elimination procedureblocked clause
elimination(BCE) [12], andHT hidden tautology elimination(HTE) [11].

A relevant question is how the above-listed properties are related to each other.
Especially, if anyC having propertyP also has propertyP ′, then we know that a



clause elimination procedure based onP ′ can remove at least the same clauses as a
clause elimination procedure based onP (similarly for clause addition procedures).
The relationships between these properties (first analyzedas therelative effectiveness
in the special case ofclause elimination proceduresin [11]) are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The properties prefixed with R are new and will be defined next.
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Fig. 2. Relationships between clause redundancy properties. An edge fromP to P ′ means that
any clause that has propertyP ′ also has propertyP . A missing edge fromP to P ′ means that
there are clauses with propertyP ′ that do not have propertyP . Clause elimination and addition
procedures based on the properties inside thepreserve logical equivalencebox preserve logical
equivalence under elimination and addition [11].

4 Extended Notions of Redundancy

Clause elimination procedures can be extended by using the resolution rule as a specific
kind of “look-ahead step” within the procedures. This turnsa specific clause elimination
procedurePE based on propertyP into the clause elimination procedureRPE based
on a propertyRP . Analogously, a specific clause addition procedurePA based on
propertyP turns into the clause addition procedureRPA based on a propertyRP .

Definition 3. Given a CNF formulaF and a clauseC ∈ F , C has propertyRP iff
either(i) C has the propertyP , or (ii) there is a literall ∈ C such that for each clause
C′ ∈ F with ¬l ∈ C′, each resolvent inC ⊗l C

′ hasP (in this caseC hasRP on l).

Example 1.Consider the formulaF = (a ∨ b ∨ x) ∧ (¬x ∨ c ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c). The
only resolvent of(a ∨ b ∨ x) onx is (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) which is subsumed by(a ∨ b ∨ c).
Therefore(a ∨ b ∨ x) has propertyRS (resolution subsumption).

The intuition is that the “resolution look-ahead” step can reveal additional redun-
dant clauses, resulting in the hierarchy shown in Fig. 2. Notice that the propertyRT
(resolution tautology) is the same as the propertyBC (blocked).

Proposition 1. For any CNF formulaF and clauseC that hasRAT on l ∈ C w.r.t.F ,
F is satisfiability-equivalent toF ∪ {C}.

Proof. By definition, sinceC hasRAT on l ∈ C w.r.t. F , all resolventsC ⊗l F¬l are
asymmetric tautologies w.r.t.F (and w.r.t. the largerF ∪ (C ⊗l F¬l) as well). Hence



F is logically equivalent toF ∪ (C ⊗l F¬l). Now consider a truth assignmentτ that
satisfiesF , but falsifiesC. SinceC is falsified byτ , and allC′ ∈ C ⊗l F¬l are satisfied
by τ due to logical equivalence ofF andF ∪ (C ⊗l F¬l), τ satisfies at least two literals
in each clause inF¬l (at least one more beside¬l). Hence the truth assignmentτ ′ that
is a copy ofτ except forτ ′(l) = 1 satisfiesF andC. �

Proposition 2. The set of clauses that haveRAS is a proper subset of the set of clauses
that haveRAT.

Proof. Assume a clauseC hasRAS onl ∈ C w.r.t.F . If C hasAS, thenC hasAT [11]
and hence alsoRAT. Otherwise, take any resolventC′ ∈ C ⊗l F¬l. By definition,C′

hasAS. Since clauses withAS are a proper subset of the clauses withAT, C hasRAT
on l w.r.t. F . Moreover, letF := (a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬a ∨ b). Now (a ∨ ¬b) hasRAT on a
w.r.t.F . However,(a ∨ ¬b) does not haveRAS w.r.t.F . �

Proposition 3. The set of clauses that haveABC is a proper subset of the set of clauses
that haveRAT.

Proof. Let C be clause that hasABC on l ∈ C w.r.t.F . W.l.o.g. assumeC to be non-
tautological. By [11, Lemma 19],l ∈ C. Take the resolventC′ = C ⊗l C

′′ for any
C′′ ∈ F¬l. First, we show thatALA(F,C) ⊆ ALA(F,C′). C′ overlaps withC′′ in all
literals except¬l. W.l.o.g. assumeC′ 6∈ F (otherwiseC′ is subsumed byF and thus
also hasAT w.r.t. F ). Therefore, by the definition ofALA, l ∈ ALA(F,C′). Hence
C ⊆ ALA(F,C′). Due to monotonicity ofALA under the assumptionC′ 6∈ F , we
haveALA(F,C) ⊆ ALA(F,C′). By definition ofABC, the clauseALA(F,C)⊗l C

′′

is a tautology, and hence there is anl′ ∈ ALA(F,C) \ {l} with ¬l′ ∈ C′′. Now,
l′ ∈ ALA(F,C′) sinceALA(F,C) ⊆ ALA(F,C′), and¬l′ ∈ ALA(F,C′) since
C′ = C ⊗l C

′′. ThusC′ hasAT on l w.r.t.F , which implies thatC hasRAT w.r.t.F .
For proper containment, consider the formulaF = (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ x) ∧

(¬x ∨ c ∨ d) ∧ (¬a ∨ y ∨ z) ∧ (¬b ∨ y ∨ ¬z) ∧ (¬c ∨ ¬y ∨ z) ∧ (¬d ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬z). No
clause inF hasABC. Yet (a ∨ b ∨ x) hasRAT onx w.r.t.F . �

Proposition 4. The set of clauses which haveRHT is a proper subset of the set of
clauses that haveRAT.

Proof. AssumeC hasRHT on l ∈ C w.r.t. F . If C hasHT, thenC hasAT [11] and
hence alsoRAT. Otherwise, take anyC′ ∈ C ⊗l F¬l. By definition,C′ hasHT. Since
clauses withHT are a proper subset of the clauses withAT, C hasRAT on l w.r.t.F .
Moreover, letF := (a ∨ b ∨ x) ∧ (¬x ∨ c) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c) ∧ (¬a) ∧ (¬b) ∧ (¬c). Now
(a ∨ b ∨ x) hasRAT onx w.r.t.F , but(a ∨ b ∨ x) does not haveRHT. �

5 Inprocessing as Deduction

We will now introduce generic rules for inprocessing CNF formulas. The rules describe
inprocessing as a transition system. States in the transition system are described by
tuples of the formϕ [ ρ ]σ, whereϕ andρ are CNF formulas, andσ is a sequence of
literal-clause pairs. For inprocessing a given CNF formulaF , the initial state isF [ ∅ ] 〈〉,
where∅ denotes the empty CNF formula, and〈〉 the empty sequence.

Generally, a stateϕ [ ρ ]σ has the following interpretation.



– ϕ is a CNF formula that consists of the set ofirredundantclauses. Irredundant
means here that all clauses inϕ are considered to be “hard” in the sense that, in
order to satisfy the input CNF formulaF , all clauses inϕ are to be satisfied.

– ρ is a CNF formula that consists ofredundant clauses. In contrast to the irredundant
clausesϕ, these clauses can be removed from consideration.

– σ denotes a sequence of literal-clause pairsl:C with l ∈ C that are required for
solution reconstruction, as explained in detail in Sect. 6.1.

For some intuition on why we separateϕ andρ, note thatlearned clauses, i.e.,
clauses added through conflict analysis in CDCL solvers, aremaintained separately
from the clauses in the input formula, and can be forgotten (i.e., removed) since in pure
CDCL they are entailed by the input formula. However, in the more generic context of
inprocessing SAT solving captured by our framework, clauses inρ may not be entailed
by the original formulaF . This is discussed in detail in Sect. 7 using clause addition
as an example. In addition, for elimination techniques (such asBCE, variable elimi-
nation, and their variants) only the clauses inϕ need to be considered when checking
redundancy. Nevertheless, the clauses inρ can be used for e.g. unit propagation.

5.1 Rules of Inprocessing

Our abstract framework for inprocessing SAT solving is based on four rules: LEARN,
FORGET, STRENGTHEN, and WEAKEN, presented in Fig. 3. These rules characterize
the set of legal next statesϕ′ [ ρ′ ]σ′ of a given current stateϕ [ ρ ]σ in the form

ϕ [ ρ ]σ

ϕ′ [ ρ′ ]σ′
.

Given a CNF formulaF , a stateϕk [ ρk ]σk is reachable from the stateF [ ∅ ] 〈〉 iff there
is a sequence〈ϕ0 [ ρ0 ]σ0, . . . , ϕk [ ρk ]σk〉 such that(i) ϕ0 = F , ρ0 = ∅, andσ0 = 〈〉,
and (ii) for eachi = 1, . . . , k, one of the rules in Fig. 3 allows the transition from
ϕi−1 [ ρi−1 ]σi−1 toϕi [ ρi ]σi. This sequence is called a derivation ofϕk ∧ρk fromF .

The inprocessing rules arecorrect in the sense that they preserve satisfiability, i.e.,
starting from the stateF [ ∅ ] 〈〉, the following invariant holds for alli = 1, . . . , k:

Formulasϕi and(ϕi ∧ ρi) arebothsatisfiability-equivalent toF .

The intuition behind these rules is as follows.

LEARN Allows for introducing (learning) a new clauseC to the current redundant
formulaρ. In the generic setting, the precondition♯ is thatϕ∧ ρ andϕ∧ ρ∧C are
satisfiability-equivalent.

FORGET Allows for forgettinga clauseC from the current set of redundant clausesρ.
STRENGTHEN Allows for strengtheningϕ by moving a clauseC in the redundant for-

mulaρ ∧ C to ϕ.
WEAKEN Allows for weakeningϕ by moving a clauseC in the current irredundant

formulaϕ∧C to ρ. In the generic setting, the precondition♭ is thatϕ andϕ∧C are
satisfiability-equivalent. (The literall is related to instantiations of the rule based
on specific redundancy properties, as further explained in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7.)



ϕ [ ρ ] σ

ϕ [ ρ ∧ C ]σ
♯
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ϕ [ ρ ∧ C ]σ

ϕ [ ρ ] σ
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ϕ [ ρ ∧ C ]σ

ϕ ∧ C [ ρ ]σ
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ϕ ∧ C [ ρ ]σ

ϕ [ ρ ∧ C ]σ, l:C
♭
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Fig. 3. Inprocessing rules

Notice that for unsatisfiable CNF formulas the generic precondition ♯ allows for
learning the empty clause toϕ in a single step. Similarly, for satisfiable CNF formulas
the generic precondition♭ allows for weakeningϕ by movingall clauses inϕ to ρ.
However, in practice mostly polynomial-time checkable redundancy properties are of
interest. Such properties are further discussed in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7.

Proposition 5. The inprocessing rules in Fig. 3 are sound and complete in that:

(i) If F is unsatisfiable, then there is a derivation of an unsatisfiable ϕk ∧ ρk, where
k ≥ 0, fromF using the rules (completeness).

(ii) If there is a derivation of an unsatisfiableϕk ∧ ρk, wherek ≥ 0, fromF using the
rules, thenF is unsatisfiable (soundness).

Proof. (i) SinceF is unsatisfiable, the LEARN rule can be used for learning the triv-
ially unsatisfiable empty clause.(ii) We observe the following for anyi = 1, . . . , k. If
LEARN is applied to enter stateϕi [ ρi ]σi fromϕi−1 [ ρi−1 ]σi−1, by the precondition♯,
ϕi−1 andϕi ∧ ρi are satisfiability-equivalent. If STRENGTHENor WEAKEN is applied,
we haveϕi−1 ∧ρi−1 = ϕi∧ρi. If FORGET is applied, we haveϕi−1 ∧ρi−1 |= ϕi∧ρi.
The claim then follows by induction oni = k, . . . , 1. �

One could question whether the precondition♯ of LEARN, i.e.,ϕ∧ ρ andϕ∧ ρ∧C
are satisfiability-equivalent, could be weakened to “ϕ andϕ ∧ C are satisfiability-
equivalent”. In other words, must the redundant clauses inρ be taken into account for
LEARN? To observe thatρ must indeed be included in♯, consider the CNF formula con-
sisting of the single clause(a). From the initial statea [∅] 〈〉 we obtain∅ [a] 〈〉 through
WEAKEN. In caseρ were ignored in♯, it would then be possible to apply LEARN and
derive∅ [a∧¬a] 〈〉. However, this would violate the invariant of preserving satisfiability,
sincea ∧ ¬a is unsatisfiable.

6 Instantiating the Rules based onRAT

In contrast to the very generic preconditions♯ and ♭ under which the inprocessing
rules were defined in the previous section, in practical SAT solving redundant clauses
are learned and forgotten based on polynomial-time computable redundancy proper-
ties. In this section we give an instantiation of the inprocessing rules based on the
polynomial-time computable propertyRAT. RAT is of special interest to us since,
as will be shown in Sect. 7, known SAT solving techniques, including preprocessing,
inprocessing, clause learning, and resolution, can be captured even when restricting the
inprocessing rules usingRAT. Moreover, under this property, a model of the original
formula can be reconstructed in linear-time based on any model of any derivableϕk

usingσk. This is important from the practical perspective due to thefact that in many
applications a satisfying assignment for the original input formulaF is required.



Preconditions based onRAT. The preconditions of the inprocessing rules based on
the propertyRAT are the following for a given stateϕi [ ρi ]σi.

LEARN: ♯ is “C hasRAT w.r.t.ϕi ∧ ρi”.

Notice that LEARN under this precondition does not preserve logical equivalence. For
example, consider the formulaF = (a ∨ b). The LEARN rule can change(a ∨ b) [∅] 〈〉
into (a ∨ b) [C] 〈〉, with C = (¬a ∨ ¬b), sinceC hasRAT on ¬a w.r.t. F . The truth
assignmentτ = {a = 1, b = 1} satisfiesF but does not satisfyF ∧C.

WEAKEN: ♭ is “C hasRAT on l w.r.t.ϕi”.

Through weakeningϕi by moving a clauseC ∈ ϕi to ρi+1, the newϕi+1 may have
more models thanϕi, sinceRAT does not preserve logical equivalence.

6.1 Solution Reconstruction

When the WEAKEN rule is used for a transition from a stateϕi [ ρi ]σi to a state
ϕi+1 [ ρi+1 ]σi+1, the set of models ofϕi+1 can be a proper superset of the set of mod-
els ofϕi. For the practically relevant aspect of mapping any model ofϕi+1 back to a
model ofϕi, a literal pairl:C, whereC is the clause moved fromϕi to ρi+1, is concate-
nated to the solution reconstruction stackσi+1. This is important when the redundancy
property used does not guarantee preserving logical equivalence. More concretely, this
is required ifC hasRAT but not e.g.AT.

For certain polynomial-time checkable redundancy properties,σ can be used for
mapping models back to models of the original formula in linear time, as explained
next. We describe a genericmodel reconstruction algorithmthat can be applied in con-
junction with the inprocessing rules in case the preconditions♯ and♭ of LEARN and
WEAKEN are restricted toRAT. In particular, for any CNF formulaF and stateϕ [ ρ ]σ
that is reachable fromF [ ∅ ] 〈〉 using the inprocessing rules, given a modelτ of ϕ, the
reconstruction algorithm (Fig. 4) outputs a model ofF solely based onσ andτ .

Reconstruction (literal-clause pair sequence σ, model τ of ϕ)
1 while σ is not empty do
2 remove the last literal-clause pair l:C from σ
3 if C is not satisfied by τ then τ := (τ \ {l = 0}) ∪ {l = 1}
4 return τ

Fig. 4. Pseudo-code of the model reconstruction algorithm.

While the reconstruction algorithm may leave some variables unassigned in the
output assignment (model ofF ), such variables can be arbitrarily assigned afterwards
for establishing a full model ofF .

Example 2.Consider the stateϕi [ ρi ]σi with ϕi = (a ∨ b) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬b), ρi = ∅
andσi = 〈〉. Apply WEAKEN to reachϕi+1 [ ρi+1 ]σi+1, whereϕi+1 = (a ∨ b),
ρi+1 = (¬a ∨ ¬b), andσi+1 = 〈¬a:(¬a ∨ ¬b)〉. The assignmentτ = {a = 1, b = 1}
satisfiesϕi+1 but notϕi. The model reconstruction procedure will transformτ into
{a = 0, b = 1} which satisfiesϕi.



Proposition 6. Given any CNF formulaF , if a stateϕ [ ρ ]σ is derivable fromF using
the inprocessing rules under preconditions based onRAT, then, given any modelτ of
ϕ, Reconstruction(σi, τ) returns a model ofF .

Proof. Follows from the proof of Proposition 1. Assume thatl:C is the last element in
σi, τ is the current truth assignment, and that WEAKEN was applied to moveC from
ϕi−1 to ρi based on the fact thatC hasRAT on l w.r.t.ϕi−1. By the proof of Proposi-
tion 1, there are at least two literals that are satisfied byτ in every clause containing¬l
in ϕi−1 \ {C}. Hence, in caseτ(l) = 0, we can flip this assignment toτ(l) = 1. �

Interestingly, due to the generality of the inprocessing rules—as explained in the
next section—this reconstruction algorithm covers model reconstruction for various
simplification techniques that do not preserve logical equivalence, including specific
reconstruction algorithms proposed for different cause elimination techniques [18,11]
and variable elimination [18], and combinations thereof with other important techniques
such as equivalence reasoning [24,3].

7 Capturing SAT Solving Techniques with the Inprocessing Rules

In this section we show how various existing inference techniques—including both
known techniques and novel ideas—can be expressed as simplecombinations of the
LEARN, FORGET, STRENGTHEN, and WEAKEN rules. One should notice, however,
that the inprocessing rules can be shown to naturally capture further inprocessing tech-
niques. However, due to the page limit we are unable to discuss further techniques
within this version of the paper. We also give examples of howincorrect variants of
these techniques can be detected.

Clause elimination proceduresbased on redundancy propertyP can be expressed as
derivingϕ [ ρ ]σ from ϕ ∧ C [ ρ ]σ in a single step with the precondition thatC has
the propertyP w.r.t.ϕ. One step of clause elimination is simulated by two application
steps of the inprocessing rules: 1. apply WEAKEN to move a redundant clause from
ϕ to ρ; 2. apply FORGET to removeC from ρ. As explained in Sect. 6, the generic
inprocessing rules can be instantiated usingRAT as the redundancy property of the
preconditions♯ and♭. SinceRAT covers all of the other clause redundancy properties
discussed in Sect. 3 and 4 (such as blocked clauses, hidden tautologies, etc; also recall
Fig. 2), it follows that all of the clause elimination procedures based on these properties
are captured by our inprocessing rules, even when restricting the precondition toRAT.

As an example of incorrect clause elimination, consider theidea of eliminatingC
if it has the propertyP w.r.t.ϕ ∧ ρ (and not w.r.t. justϕ), allowing weakeningϕ based
onρ, i.e., also in case a clause inρ subsumesC. This would allow using e.g. redundant
learned clauses inρ, which can be forgotten later on, for weakeningϕ. To see that this
variant is incorrect considerϕi [ ρi ]σi whereϕi = (a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬a ∨ b) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬b) ∧
(a∨b∨c)∧ (a∨b∨¬c) andρi = ∅. Note thatϕi is unsatisfiable. The clause(a∨b) has
AT w.r.t. ϕi, sinceALA(ϕi, (a ∨ b)) contains all literals, and hence applying LEARN

givesϕi+1 = ϕi andρi+1 = (a∨b). Now,(a∨b) ∈ ρi+1 subsumes(a∨b∨c) ∈ ϕi+1,
and incorrectly applying WEAKEN would giveϕi+2 = ϕi+1 \ (a ∨ b ∨ c) andρi+2 =
ρi+1∧(a∨b∨c). However,ϕi+2 is satisfiable, and the satisfiability-equivalence invariant



is broken sinceϕi+2 ∧ ρi+2 is unsatisfiable. As a consequence,it is not correct to use
the clauses inρ to eliminate an irrredundant clause(such as hidden or asymmetric
tautologies, blocked clauses, etc.),unless the clauses, based on which the eliminated
clause is redundant, are added toϕ or are already part ofϕ.

Pure Literal Elimination is an additional well-known clause elimination procedure:
deriveϕ [ ρ ]σ fromϕ∧C [ ρ ]σ given thatC contains apure literal l (such that¬l does
not appear inϕ). It is easy to observe that this rule is also covered by our inprocessing
rule: Any clause inϕ that contains a pure literall hasRT (and thusRAT) on l w.r.t.ϕ.
Notice that due to the WEAKEN precondition, only the irredundant clausesϕ need to
be considered, i.e., redundant (e.g., learned) clauses canstill contain¬l.

Clause addition proceduresbased on redundancy propertyP can be expressed as
derivingϕ [ ρ ∧C ]σ fromϕ [ ρ ]σ in a single step with the precondition thatC has the
propertyP w.r.t. ϕ ∧ ρ. One step of clause addition is simulated by applying LEARN

to addC to ρ. Similarly to clause elimination, the generic inprocessing rules can be
instantiated usingRAT as the redundancy property of the precondition♯. Again, since
RAT covers all of the other clause redundancy properties discussed in Sect. 3 and 4, it
follows that all of the clause addition procedures based on these properties are captured
by the generic inprocessing rules.

Notice that some clause addition procedures do not preservelogical equivalence
(recall Fig. 2), and hence can restrict the set of models ofϕ ∧ ρ. For such procedures,
the inprocessing rules can be applied for checking correctness. As an example, consider
blocked clause addition(BCA): for adding a clauseC to ρ, it is required thatC is
blocked w.r.t.ϕ ∧ ρ. If C is only blocked w.r.t.ϕ, then BCA is not sound. Consider the
formulaϕ0 = (a∨¬b)∧(¬a∨b)∧(a∨c)∧(¬c∨b)∧(¬a∨¬c). Notice that(¬a∨¬c)
hasRT (is blocked) on¬c w.r.t.ϕ0. Hence(¬a∨¬c) can be moved fromϕ0 to be part
of ρ1 by applying the WEAKEN rule:ϕ1 = ϕ0 \ {(¬a∨¬c)}, ρ1 = ρ0 ∪ {(¬a∨¬c)},
andσ1 = σ0 ∪ {¬c:(¬a∨¬c)}. Now the clause(c∨¬b) is aRT onc w.r.t.ϕ1, but not
w.r.t.ϕ1 ∧ ρ1. Adding(c ∨ ¬b) to ρ to getρ2 = ρ1 ∪ {(c ∨ ¬b)} andϕ2 = ϕ1 makes
ϕ2 ∧ ρ2 unsatisfiable.

This brings us to an interesting observation of the framework. Continuing the above,
if (¬a ∨ ¬c) was removed (FORGET) after moving it toρ (soρ2 = ρ1 \ {(¬a ∨ ¬c)},
ϕ2 = ϕ1, andσ2 = σ1), then adding(c ∨ ¬b) to ρ via LEARN would be allowed
(ρ3 = ρ2 \ {(¬c ∨ ¬b)}, ϕ3 = ϕ2, andσ3 = σ2) since(c ∨ ¬b) hasRT on c w.r.t.
ϕ3∧ρ3. Nowϕ3∧ρ3∧CNF(σ3) is unsatisfiable, whereCNF(σ3) is the conjunction of
clauses inσ3. Yet this does not cause a problem. The reconstruction method ensures that
for every assignment satisfyingϕ a model of the original formulaF can be constructed.
Thus it also holds for assignments that satisfyϕ ∧ ρ. This illustrates thatLEARN may
add clauses toρ that are not entailed by the clauses in the original formula.

Clause Learningbased on conflict graphs, which is central in modern CDCL solvers,
can be simulated by the inprocessing rules. Since any conflict clause based on a con-
flict graph is derivable by trivial resolution from the current clause database [25], the
inprocessing rules can simulate clause learning by simulating the steps of the resolution
derivation, as explained next.



Resolution can also be simulated by the inprocessing rules in a straightforward way:
For anyϕ, (C∨D) is anAT w.r.t.ϕ∧(C∨x)∧(D∨¬x), and thus(C∨D) can be learned
by applying LEARN. This implies thatall resolution-based simplification techniques
can also be simulated. An example isHyper Binary Resolution(HBR) [3]: Given a
clause of the form(l ∨ l1 · · · ∨ lk) andk binary clauses of the form(l′ ∨ ¬li), where
1 ≤ i ≤ k, the hyper binary resolution rule allows to infer thehyper binary resolvent
(l ∨ l′) in one step. In essence,HBR simply encapsulates a sequence of specifically
related resolution steps into one step.

Variable Elimination (VE) can also be simulated by our inprocessing rules. When
applied in a bounded setting [7],VE is currently one of the most effective preprocessing
techniques applied in SAT solvers. Variable elimination asa general version ofVE for
inprocessing can be characterized as the rule

ϕ ∧ ϕx ∧ ϕ¬x [ ρ ∧ ρx ∧ ρ¬x ]σ

ϕ ∧ ϕx ⊗x ϕ¬x [ ρ ]σ, x:ϕx,¬x:ϕ¬x

,

whereFl denotes the clauses in a CNF formulaF that contain literall, andFl ⊗l F¬l

is the lifting of the resolution operator to sets of clauses.Essentially, VE eliminates a
variablex by producing all possible resolvents w.r.t.x, and removes at the same time
all clauses containingx. Although not discussed in earlier work, our characterization
takes into account the common practice that resolvents due to redundant clauses inρ do
not need to be produced.

To see that our inprocessing rules simulateVE, first apply LEARN to add the resol-
ventsϕx ⊗ ϕ¬x to ρ (all resolvents haveAT w.r.t.ϕ). Second, apply STRENGTHEN to
move the resolvents fromρ to ϕ. Now all clauses inϕx haveRS onx w.r.t.ϕ, and all
clauses inϕ¬x haveRS on¬x w.r.t.ϕ, and hence WEAKEN can be applied for making
the clauses inϕx andϕ¬x redundant, after which they can be removed using FORGET.

Notice that two variants ofVE are distinguished [7]. The first,VE by clause dis-
tribution adds all the clauses ofϕx ⊗ ϕ¬x to ϕ. The second,VE by substitutionadds
only a subset ofϕx ⊗ ϕ¬x to ϕ in a satisfiability-preserving way. As a consequence,
the latter variant may reduce the amount of unit propagations in the resulting formula
compared to the former. However, under the inprocessing rules, the clauses produced
by clause distributionbut not bysubstitutioncan alternatively be added toρ instead of
ϕ, so that these clauses can be used subsequently for unit propagation but can still be
considered redundant and thus be ignored in consecutiveVE steps.

Partial Variable Elimination , as described below, is a novel variant ofVE, which
can also be naturally expressed via our inprocessing rules.Given a variablex and two
subsets of clausesSx ⊂ ϕx andS¬x ⊂ ϕ¬x, if there are non-emptySx andS¬x such
that all resolvents ofSx ⊗ (ϕ¬x \ S¬x) andS¬x ⊗ (ϕx \ Sx) are tautologies, then we
can applyVE partially by replacingSx ∧ S¬x in ϕ by Sx ⊗ S¬x. We refer to this as
Partial Variable Elimination(PVE). In practice, theVE rule is bounded by applying
it only when the number of clauses is not increased. It is actually possible thatPVE
on x decreases the number of clauses, e.g., if|Sx| = 1 or |S¬x| = 1, while VE on
x would increase the number of clauses. The correctness ofPVE is immediate by the
inprocessing rules, using a similar argument as in the case of VE.



Extended Resolutioncan also be simulated. This shows that LEARN, although perhaps
not evident by its simple definition, is extremely powerful even when restricting the
precondition toRAT only.

For a given CNF formulaF , theextension rule[23] allows for iteratively adding
definitions of the formx ≡ a ∧ b (i.e. the CNF formula(x ∨ ¬a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬x ∨ a) ∧
(¬x∨b)) toF , wherex is a new variable anda, b are literals in the current formula. The
resulting formulaF ∧E then consists of the original formulaF and theextensionE, the
conjunction of the clauses iteratively added toF using the extension rule. InExtended
Resolution[23] one can first apply theextension ruleto add a conjunction of clauses
(an extension) E to a CNF formulaF , before using the resolution rule to construct a
resolution proof ofF ∧ E. This proof system is extremely powerful: surpassing the
power of Resolution, it can even polynomially simulate extended Frege systems.

However, it is easy to observe that the LEARN rule simulates the extension rule: the
clause(x∨¬a∨¬b) hasRAT onx w.r.t.ϕ∧ ρ and can thus be added toρ by applying
LEARN. The clauses(¬x∨a) and(¬x∨b) haveRAT on¬x w.r.t.ϕ∧(x∨¬a∨¬b)∧ρ.

From a practical perspective, it follows that our inprocessing framework captures
also the deduction applied in the recently proposed extensions of CDCL solvers that
apply the Extension rule in a restricted fashion [26,27].

Finally, we would like to point out that the inprocessing rules capture various additional
techniques that have proven important in practice. While weare unable (due to the page
limit) to provide a more in-depth account of these techniques and how they are simu-
lated by the inprocessing rules, such techniques include (as examples)self-subsumption
(which has proven important both when combined with variable elimination [7] and
when applied during search [28,29]), equivalence reasoning [24,3], including e.g. equiv-
alent literal substitution, and also more recent techniques that can be defined for remov-
ing and adding literals from/to clauses (such ashidden literal elimination[13]).

8 Conclusion
Guaranteeing correctness of new inference techniques developed and implemented in
state-of-the-art SAT solvers is becoming increasingly non-trivial as complex combi-
nations of inference techniques are implemented within thesolvers. We presented an
abstract framework that captures the inference of inprocessing SAT solvers via four
clean inference rules, providing a unified generic view to inprocessing, and furthermore
captures sound solution reconstruction in a unified way. In addition to providing an in-
depth understanding of the inferences underlying inprocessing solvers, we believe that
this framework opens up possibilities for developing novelinprocessing and learning
techniques that may lift the performance of SAT solvers evenfurther.
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